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OVERVIEW
As the world continues to grapple with the COVID-19
pandemic, it appears that aggressive monetary and
fiscal stimulus measures have worked to help mend the
economy and capital markets. A “warp speed” risk asset
drawdown in the first quarter has been followed by a much
more powerful-than-expected recovery. Economic data
are now accelerating back, following record deterioration.
The initial steps taken by policy-makers have been up to
the task, ensuring market liquidity and ample stimulus to
bridge the shutdown gap. However, the question will now
shift to not just how quickly economies can reopen but
how effective any plans to do so can be without risking
a serious new spike in case counts that undermines all
the best-laid plans to date. We remain positive on risk
assets, but suggest markets may be overbought and that
appropriate hedges should be considered in the near term,
given the lack of a cohesive national plan for reopening in
the all-important U.S. economy.
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PICTON MAHONEY HOUSE VIEW
VIEW

PMAM VS. CONSENSUS

R I SK
After peaking in March, macro risk should continue to fall this quarter as most of the developed world reopens
their economies. Central banks remain fully committed, and a vaccine may come as early as fall. However, the
risk of resurgence is real, as can already be seen in parts of the U.S., and other regions may also have flareups.

LOWER

MACROECONOMIC
G L O BA L R E A L G D P
While most of the developed world will likely see a sequentially positive third quarter, many parts of the emerging
world, such as India and Brazil, are facing growing outbreaks that have yet to be controlled.

U . S. R E A L G D P
Having bungled the reopening, many U.S. states’ economies are stalling or reversing, which will likely lead to a dip
in the third quarter until the outbreaks are under control.

SAME

LOWER

C A NA DA R E A L G D P
A successful coronavirus response (so far) has allowed for large sections of the Canadian economy to reopen.
A weakening U.S. dollar should help with the commodity-driven parts of the economy. Real estate prices have
also remained stable.

U . S. I NF L ATI O N
U.S. inflation should remain muted in the absence of sustained demand, but should rise in the long term,
especially given the U.S. Federal Reserve’s (the Fed) desire to run the economy hot in the next cycle.

HIGHER

SAME

EQUITY RETURNS
U. S . EQU I TIES
U.S. stocks are back near their highs, or past them, in the case of the Nasdaq 100. At the same time, a bungled
reopening has led to stalling or reversing of reopening plans across many states. Looming elections will also
add to market uncertainty.

BEARISH

EU R OPEA N EQU ITI E S
After fighting major outbreaks, most European countries are on a successful path back to normal. In addition, the
crisis has led to potential solutions to some of the decades-old problems that have plagued the union.

HIGHER

CA NA D I A N EQU ITI E S
A successful coronavirus response (so far) has allowed for large sections of the Canadian economy to reopen. A
weakening U.S. dollar should help with the commodity-driven parts of the economy.

HIGHER

BOND YIELDS
TR EA S U R I ES ( U. S . 10 - Y R )
U.S. rates will remain depressed for some time to come, as the Fed remains committed to remaining accommodative
until inflation is much higher. We expect rates to eventually rise as the global economy returns to normal.

SAME

I NV ES TM ENT-GR A D E C O R P O R AT E B O N D S
Investment-grade spreads compressed fully back to pre-crisis levels and have remained in high demand,
though already-low Treasury rates may limit their upside.

SAME

H IGH -Y I EL D COR P O RAT E B O N D S
With the Fed willing and able to step in as a buyer of last resort, tail risk has been taken out of most corporate
bonds. Further upside will require continued improvement to the growth outlook.

SAME

OTHER
W TI CR U D E OIL
Going from -$40 to $40, oil has never seen a more volatile quarter, before settling into the current equilibrium
as OPEC+ producers scrambled to cut production to keep up with collapsing demand.

EPS GR OW TH ( S & P 5 0 0 )
Earnings growth is expected to rebound in the third quarter after bottoming in the second quarter, although an
extended resurgence would put this recovery in jeopardy.

SAME

HIGHER

P/E ( S & P 50 0 )
Although multiples usually rise during a recession as earnings shrink, they are at multi-year highs, particularly in the
high-growth sectors, and should drop again over time.

LOWER

PMAM refers to Picton Mahoney Asset Management. PMAM view is relative to the Bloomberg Consensus Estimate for each category. As at July 2020.

COMING OUT

OF WARP SPEED
The equity market crash earlier this year ranks in the top five
biggest market shocks of this century. Realized volatility was
on a par with the Great Crash of 1929 and the Black Monday
crash of October 1987, and ahead of the 2008 global financial
crisis (GFC) in pace and magnitude (Fig. 1). Of course, there
has been an extreme drop in economic activity through March
and April, given the global economic shutdown and social
distancing measures taken to deal with the COVID-19 virus.

3.

Engage the banking system in various social financing
measures.
4. Enact large fiscal stimulus programs to support
people and industries in sudden turmoil.
5. Articulate and execute a clear plan to reopen the
economy that minimized new virus outbreaks.
The first four steps in the plan above have been implemented
in swift fashion, sometimes in dramatically large and
aggressive ways. The last step is still missing in the allimportant U.S. economy, which could lead to surging virus
case counts and both economic and market volatility as the
restart process continues.

In last quarter’s review and outlook, we drew upon the
experience of the GFC to outline a five-step playbook to
respond to the pandemic turmoil and to stabilize market
panic and resurrect the global economy:
1. Recognize the problem.
2. Swiftly deploy aggressive monetary stimulus
measures.

FIGURE 1: EXTREMES IN REALIZED EQUITY MARKET VOLATILITY
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.
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SHOCK TO THE SYSTEM:
FED TO THE RESCUE
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FIGURE. 3: NEAR SEIZURE IN MORTGAGE RATES
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The Fed also stressed its commitment to anchoring
interest rate expectations “lower for longer” following the
June Federal Open Market Committee meeting, at which
the notorious “dot plot” (Fed voters’ collective forecasts of
future interest rates) pinned short-term interest rates at
zero through 2022. Longer-term interest rate expectations
remained unchanged, however, implying the Fed also
desires a target inflation rate that is higher than current
inflation rates, and suggesting that it will not waiver from
its current stimulus plan even if bouts of higher inflation
emerge.

Fed Treasury Purchases

US Treasury Net Issuance

2004

The risk of a 2008-style market seizure/dysfunction was
readily apparent in U.S. mortgage rates, which actually
spiked in March, even in the midst of falling government
rates. However, the Fed quickly stepped in with aggressive
intervention (via asset purchases in the mortgage-backed
market) to correct this imbalance, quickly sending mortgage
spreads back to normal levels by April (Fig. 3), and helping
the U.S. housing market to rebound.

U.S. Treasury Net Issuance

B illion USD, 12m sum

Fig. 2 shows the huge amount of Treasury bond issuance
(needed to fund huge fiscal measures), as well as the epic
amount of Fed bond purchases to ensure strong liquidity
in the financial system. In both pace and magnitude, both
of these stimulus measures dwarf similar programs
rolled out during the GFC in 2008–2009.

FIGURE 2: UNPRECEDENTED STIMULUS IN THE U.S.

Billion USD, 12m sum

“Fast and furious” would be an adequate way to describe
the application of stimulus applied to the unfolding COVID-19
crisis. By recognizing the cost of doing nothing, or moving
too slowly, the U.S. Federal Reserve (the Fed) and the U.S.
government cast aside moral hazard to generate dramatic
amounts of stimulus in very short order.

Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.
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U.S. FISCAL POLICY

HAS ALSO BEEN POTENT
The Bureau of Economic Analysis estimated
that U.S. incomes collapsed by an average
of $3,943 per capita as a result of the
shutdown, but that various government
transfer payment programs have more
than made up this shortfall, resulting in the
average consumer being up a net $5,358.
Consumer expenditures fell an average
of $9,068 during the shutdown, resulting
in a net combined boost to U.S. savings of
$14,426 per person (Fig 4).

FIGURE 4: CHANGE IN CONSUMER WALLETS
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FIGURE 5: PLUNGING DEBT SERVICE COSTS
NBER Recession
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25%

Even if some of these savings are banked
for a rainy day (or perhaps for a second
wave of the pandemic), there is massive
pent-up consumption demand that will lead
to at least a temporary buying spree as the
reopening continues.
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Bank balances are fattening at the same
time that borrowing rates have plummeted.
As Fig. 5 shows, growth in personal interest
payments has plunged, which should be a
boon for the credit growth that is typically
seen at the beginning of an economic cycle.

Source: Bloomberg, L.P. and PMAM Research. As at May, 2020.
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EUROPE TO CONTRIBUTE
TO GLOBAL GROWTH?
While European monetary and fiscal stimulus measures
have added to global stimulus measures, Europe is finally
making significant headway on some of the issues that
have plagued it, organizationally, for the last decade.
Although no outcome is certain yet, there appears to
be real progress being made on improving eurozone
economic integration, including:

Governing Council won’t be constrained by the capital key
benchmark (at least for now), and that convergence with
the capital key “will take place at some stage.”

•

•

Cut small business value-added tax (VAT) to 1%.

•

Deferred income taxes for small businesses with low
profit margins until next year.

•

Waived social security contributions by employers to
ease the financial burden, by 500 billion renminbi.

•

Announced a record one trillion renminbi quota for
Local Government Special Bonds (LGSB) in April.

•

The proportion of LGSB proceeds that can be used
as equity capital was raised to 25% from 20% to
encourage more infrastructure investment.

•

Allowed local governments to use LGSB to support
local small and mid-sized banks.

•

Extended the purchase subsidy and tax exemption for
new energy vehicles by another two years.

•

Creating a recovery fund, which would open the door
to debt mutualization and fiscal resource sharing,
allowing some of the weaker European countries to
benefit from the strength of other European countries,
such as Germany. Time will tell whether or not these
potential steps are just one-off attempts to address
economic impacts from the COVID-19 virus.
A “bad bank” proposal that would centralize and
contain distressed assets among European banks,
allowing more banks to become more properly
functioning entities again. Again, progress is in its
early stages, but this would certainly be a step in the
right direction for the longer-term economic vitality
of Europe.

The European Central Bank continues to reiterate that it
intends to use the full 1.35 trillion euros of the expanded
envelope of the pandemic QE program (PEPP), even as
signs of a significant recovery are underway, given the
weak inflation outlook.
Most importantly, IMF President Christine Lagarde affirmed
that to avoid a “two speed” recovery across Europe, the

pictonmahoney.com/insights

The Chinese government has also undertaken major
stimulus measures on both the fiscal and monetary front,
with the fiscal deficit expected to hit a record 15% of GDP
this year:

On the monetary side, in addition to small cuts to the
repo rate, the People’s Bank of China cut the reserve
requirement ratio for banks by 50–100 basis points in
March, and by another 100 basis points in April for small
and medium-sized local banks.
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V-SHAPED

BOUNCE UNDERWAY
These measures are now bearing fruit. Many global
leading indicators bottomed and then began to rebound in
May and June. What was the fastest economic collapse in
history will likely be followed by the strongest recovery.
This can be illustrated by the new orders component of
the Philadelphia Federal Index in the U.S. (Fig. 6).
FIGURE 6: SHARP DECLINE/SHARP REBOUND IN KEY
LEADING INDICATOR
Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook: New Orders.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 26, 2020.

Risk assets, including equity markets, have traced a
similar collapse and recovery path. While technology
sector leadership has been impressive, other key “early
cycle” sectors, such as homebuilders (Fig. 8), autos and
industrials, have also exhibited strong recoveries.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June, 2020.

FIGURE 8: CLASSIC EARLY-CYCLE STOCKS OUTPERFORMING
SINCE MARCH LOWS
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Expectations for a brighter tomorrow are also appearing
in the U.S. housing market, with more and more Americans
seeking to take advantage of mortgage rates hovering
near record lows. The Mortgage Banker Association’s
(MBA) purchasing index rose 3.5% in the week ended
June 12, hitting the highest level since January 2009.
This was the ninth straight gain in applications for loans
to purchase homes, which have surged in recent weeks
after cratering in early April (Fig. 7).

Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.
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INVESTOR POSITIONING

SUGGEST MARKETS SHOULD
REMAIN RESILIENT FOR NOW
FIGURE 9: GROWTH IN MONEY MARKET INFLOWS REVERSING COURSE?
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Even after a powerful rally from the
March lows, investor positioning
remains conservative, which should
provide risk assets with a support
bid on pullbacks. Fig. 9 shows the
tremendous amounts of money that
have flowed into U.S. money market
funds during and after the COVID-19–
induced drawdown. These inflows
may have finally peaked and begun
to reverse course. There could be
almost $2 trillion in potential cash
waiting to be deployed into riskier
assets before total money market
fund levels revert to past cycle lows.

Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.

FIGURE 10: LOW NET EXPOSURE TO EQUITIES FROM INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS
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Using stock market futures data, it
appears that institutional investors’
net equity exposures are lower than
they have been (Fig. 10), which
also could be a source of buying
power for the stock market. Many
systematic strategies have buying
power available for stock market
purchases, especially if volatility
levels continue to fall.
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BUT DOES A “V”-SHAPED

ECONOMIC BOUNCE SIGNIFY “VICTORY”?
(OR DOES “V” STAND FOR VIROLOGY?)
As optimistic as the near-term recovery bounce appears,
we are concerned that there may be another shoe to drop
from the pandemic, depending on whether the economic
reopening is properly executed around the world, and
especially in the U.S. The U.S. has no national pandemic
strategy that we can see, other than for the federal
government and President Trump to apply large amounts
of pressure to reopen as much of the economy as possible,
while downplaying the importance of testing, contact
tracing, science, etc. Without any coherent national plan
for reopening, states and cities have been forced to fill
the void with an assortment of different plans. Worse yet,
it appears the reopening process in the U.S. has become

politicized, with Republican-controlled states opening
aggressively, compared with Democrat-controlled states.
There are even ideologically driven arguments in the U.S.
about whether masks should be worn or not. As a result,
efforts to reopen the U.S. economy are leading to spiking
case counts, especially in highly populated southern
regions.
The U.S. experience of reopening is in sharp contrast
to that of Germany, which has succeeded in reopening
without a major resurgence (Fig. 11). Italy suffered a
devastating blow from the virus, but has also begun to
reopen without a major uptick in case counts.

FIGURE 11: STARK CONTRAST BETWEEN U.S. AND EUROPEAN REOPENINGS
Italy - New Daily Cases (LHS, 13 Day Lead)
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.
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For many economists, the U.S. jobs report in May surprised
on the upside. This first positive inflection point signalled an
end to the spike in temporary layoffs that happened in April,
after the U.S. started to reopen its economy in some regions
faster than anticipated. However, underneath the surface,
permanent job losses continued to grow in May (Fig. 13).

Feb. 2020

FIGURE 12: RETURNING “BACK TO NORMAL” IN GERMANY?

VAST PERMANENT JOB LOSSES COULD BE ON THE
HORIZON
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It is evident that a proper strategy for reopening – one
that includes testing and contact tracing, social distancing,
use of face masks and limits on crowd sizes – can allow
an economy to open properly and safely. Moreover, when
a country’s reopening is done properly, it instills more
confidence in its citizens, which, in turn, incentivizes
them to get out and help the businesses most affected
by the pandemic-related shutdown. For instance, dining
reservations in the hard-hit restaurant sector are virtually
back to normal in Germany, while in the U.S. they are still
well below normal levels, and are showing the potential
to fall lower again (Fig. 12), given the recent COVID-19
case count explosion. A growing skepticism about
personal safety during the reopening process could stop
consumers from returning to previous consumption and
spending patterns. This would be devastating for many
businesses, especially those that desperately require an
opening sooner rather than later to survive.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.

This summer was expected to be a period when case counts
would fall as the benefits of social distancing measures began
to kick in, temperatures and humidity increased, and people
began spending more time outdoors. Obviously, this is not
occurring as expected in the U.S. Unfortunately, many factors
are boosting the possibility of an even worse fourth-quarter
resurgence in case counts, including having people return to
work (mostly in indoor settings) and children return to school,
with both groups lacking adequate safety standards, given the
lack of a centralized plan for proper reopening.
pictonmahoney.com/insights

While the temporary unemployment rate should continue
to fall in the third quarter as businesses reopen, permanent
unemployment may very well keep rising through most of
2020 as more businesses go bankrupt or rationalize their
workforces to cope with new realities and lower revenues.
This stealthy rise in permanent unemployment is a result
of what has been dubbed “reallocation shock,” in which
companies and even entire sectors of the economy suffer
more lasting damage. Fed Chair Jerome Powell recently
remarked there are likely “well into the millions of people
who don’t get to go back to their old job… In fact, there
may not be a job in that industry for them for some time.”
Jobs are at risk in entire industries, from leisure and
hospitality to education and health. For instance, COVID-19
appears to have euthanized a swath of “bricks and mortar”
retailers who were already being pressured by digitalization
and were vulnerable to even the smallest interruption to
business. Recent studies suggest that 30–40% of layoffs
may be a reallocation shock effect (i.e., permanent).
Q3 2020 INVESTMENT REVIEW AND OUTLOOK 11

FIGURE 14: BUSINESS BANKRUPTCY FILINGS APPEAR CONTAINED, FOR NOW
Bloomberg Corporate Bankruptcy Index
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June 30, 2020.

This potential risk has yet to show up in any meaningful
increase in bankruptcy filings (Fig. 14). Policy-makers
were swift and decisive in providing support to businesses
and workers to help bridge the gap to reopening. However,
a poorly executed reopening could keep consumers
from returning to old spending habits in time to save
countless numbers of businesses that have been pushed
to the brink. This would certainly damage the case for a
“V-shaped” economic recovery, replacing it with a much
more drawn out and damaging process.
To make matters worse, it appears that the drums
are beating for deglobalization in the wake of a global
pandemic, and that protectionist sentiment is building. It
was only six months ago that the U.S. and China appeared
on their way to a robust trade resolution that was more
encompassing than most expected. This positive boost
to global trade and economic growth appears to have
stalled, with President Trump now suggesting the U.S.China trade relationship is “severely damaged” and that
the “phase two” trade deal is not a priority.
The relationship with China and important racial issues
will play a large role in the upcoming U.S. election.
Another important issue could be the increased divide
between Wall Street and Main Street: immense fortunes
have been amassed by investors able to take advantage
of rising stock markets, and by entrepreneurs who
have harnessed digitalization, which has led in turn to
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disruptions of traditional middle-class employment and
living standards. This growing wealth divide is likely to
lead to more entrenched populism. Dealing with these
important issues could result in unintended economic and
market implications if the U.S. were to move to the left too
far and/or too quickly in response.
Of course, upside risks also remain largely pinned on
therapeutic breakthroughs, so that COVID-19 can be
treated, or a vaccine being available in the near future.
(The Oxford vaccine group is speaking of ramping up
toward “millions” of doses by September.) The instant
disappearance of COVID-19 would certainly be a welcome
game-changer.
It may be more likely, however, that governments will have
to continue passing relief packages to help unemployed
workers and vulnerable businesses hang on until things
return to “normal.” But we must assume there is some limit
to what governments can do to bolster the economy before
markets start to react negatively (especially overheated
bond markets). Eventually, massive near-term deficit
spending will have to be offset by future increased taxation,
or spending cuts, which may affect longer-term growth
expectations. Perhaps inflation will start to emerge, or even
become a policy tool used to erode the value of future debt
obligations, in turn reducing overall market valuations.
These issues are not something we are too concerned about
right now, but we will be monitoring them.
pictonmahoney.com/insights

WHAT IS PRICED IN?
Once signs of a bottoming process were apparent in the
economy, stocks set off to the races, aided by excess
liquidity in the form of record growth in the money supply
relative to economic output (Fig. 15).
FIGURE 15: MONEY SUPPLY VERY HIGH RELATIVE TO
ECONOMIC OUTPUT
Money Supply (M2) - Industrial Production (Y/Y%, 12 month lead, lhs)
S&P 500 (Y/Y%, rhs)
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FIGURE 16: VALUATION SPREADS VARY WIDELY ACROSS
MARKET SEGMENTS
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and this has been reflected to some extent in their relative
share price performance. Fig. 16 shows valuations across
a variety of themes in the marketplace. The “EBIT yield less
ten-year Treasury yield” is a way of showing companies’
valuations independent of their capital structure, with the
highest yield spreads representing the cheapest valuations.
Valuations are less demanding in cyclical sectors and
themes than in their interest-rate-sensitive counterparts,
let alone the growth-focused segments where market
darlings reside.

Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June, 2020.

The expansion in central bank balance sheets to furnish
this liquidity is the largest and swiftest we’ve seen yet.
Like water finding the path of least resistance, it appears
that excess capital has flowed into financial assets.
While stock markets have rallied significantly from their
March lows, their performance masks a large divergence
within markets. Some technology businesses have
benefited from digitalization trends that have been pulled
forward by the pandemic, while other companies, such as
bricks-and-mortar retailers, have seen the opposite. The
Big Five tech stocks – Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Alphabet
and Facebook – each now have a market capitalization of
at least $1 trillion, and collectively represent over 20% of
the U.S. equity market capitalization, which is an
unprecedented level of concentration.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. As at June, 2020.

As long as the U.S. continues to bungle its reopening
process, we will continue to be positive technology themes
and early-cycle recovery stocks that benefit from falling
interest rates. However, we are very aware of how cheap
other parts of the market are, and how quickly they could
benefit from a breakthrough in dealing with the pandemic,
such as a vaccine, or even just a full-scale mask-wearing
mandate that could quickly cause case counts to fall.

Some more cyclical businesses will recover quite quickly,
while others will take much longer than usual to recover,
pictonmahoney.com/insights
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IN CONCLUSION

WE REMAIN CONSTRUCTIVE,
BUT WOULD INCREASE HEDGES
This has been a mistrusted market rally, as is often the
case after sentiment hits rock bottom during a bear market.
Overall, institutional market positioning still supports further
upside, even if retail participation in more speculative stocks
is aggressive. There is still considerable room for equities
to be bought by commodity trading advisors (CTA), volatility
control and risk parity funds, whose positions are still quite
low by historical standards. Money market funds are near
all-time highs, and inflows have started to show signs of
reversing.

Still, a plan for a proper reopening in the U.S. is missing, and
surging COVID-19 case counts could undermine consumer
confidence or cause an unprecedented number of businesses
still struggling to survive to fail. A fuller recovery to pre–
COVID-19 levels will likely take longer as conditions deteriorate
on the virus front, and in this case, the recovery would likely
be regionally uneven. U.S. election risks also loom ahead,
with volatility potentially building ahead of the elections during
a period in the calendar that has generally been less kind
to equity markets.

We expect a continued reprieve during the summer months,
with a bounceback in growth and employment globally. The
early stages of global reopening are relatively lower risk,
and the global economy should recover significantly over
the summer.

Overall, we remain positive on risk assets, given the dramatic
monetary and fiscal stimulus that has been provided in this
cycle. Near-term volatility could increase, but we expected
pullbacks to be met by considerable pent-up buying that
should limit the downside to more normal levels.
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SECTOR

OUTLOOKS
INDUSTRIALS

MATERIALS

Needless to say, COVID-19 has significantly dampened
the near-term prospects for the Industrials sector. That
said, industrial demand is improving at the margin, with
valuations (except for airlines and aerospace) generally
more or less factoring in a full recovery. The severity
and timing of the pandemic are impossible to predict, but
we’re confident the businesses we like, including those
most affected, will recover and continue to meet our longterm return thresholds once the issues fully subside.
We have used this opportunity to shore up weightings in
our high-conviction names, to buy a few cyclical names
with valuation upside and to offset exposures with the
appropriate hedges.

Gold continues to be on its seemingly inexorable advance,
with the price now hovering around $1,800/oz at the time
of writing. With the initial COVID-19 scare now largely
wearing off, we believe the yellow metal is quietly
transforming from a safe-haven investment to an assetinflation hedge. Accordingly, we believe declining real
rates and expanding central bank balance sheets globally
will continue to fuel the rally in the near term. We continue
to adopt a barbell investment approach in our precious
metal book, with senior/mid-cap producers accounting
for a majority of the commodity beta, while also owning
a select number of developer/exploration stories to
enhance the portfolio return.

We continue to favour companies with a history of
compounding, idiosyncratic growth angles and/or
opportunities to improve returns on invested capital. Waste
Connections Inc. (TSX:WCN) and Roper Technologies Inc.
(NYSE:ROP) remain preferred names, given their defensive
nature, their ability to steadily grow free cash flow and
their track record of integrating accretive M&A (which is on
track to return). We have also recently initiated a position
in Copart Inc. (NYSE:CPRT), which organizes online vehicle
auctions for totalled or lower-value cars. It is a quality player
with an entrenched market position and a long runway
for growth. We recently purchased a stake in portable
storage solutions provider Mobile Mini Inc. (NASDAQ: MINI),
predicated on the free cash flow story associated with its
merger with modular space solutions provider Willscot
Corp. (NASDAQ:WSC). Lastly, we remain relatively bullish
on Air Canada (TSX:AC), given its liquidity profile, the risk/
reward skew and how it measures up against our U.S.
airline hedges. The airline should be able to weather this
storm through at least mid-2021 and gradually benefit from
improving air traffic trends in the coming years.

On the non-precious metal side, we went on the offensive
in early April, adding a significant amount of torque to
the commodities that we believe will benefit from an
eventual economic recovery. These commodities include
copper, iron ore and lumber/oriented strand board (OSB).
As we continue to stress, a unique feature of the current
downturn is that the supply side of the equation is also
being affected by the pandemic, reducing the amount of
expected surplus that we would normally see in a typical
recession. In fact, prices for a number of non-precious
metal commodities have already rebounded to their pre–
COVID-19 levels. We remain positive on the prospect for
copper, given returning Chinese demand and potential
restrictions on supply from South America. Similarly, we
believe lumber/OSB prices should continue to benefit
from improving home affordability in the U.S. due to lower
mortgage rates, a trend to move to the suburbs in order
to avoid COVID-19 contagion and curtailments initiated by
producers to better match demand.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The MSCI World Information Technology Index and the
S&P/TSX Composite Information Technology Sector
Index increased by 30.9% and 68.2%, respectively, in the
second quarter of 2020. Internet and catalogue retail
was the strongest subsector, as e-commerce demand
inflected significantly upward, benefiting Amazon.com Inc.
(NASDAQ:AMZN) and Shopify Inc. (TSX:SHOP). Technology
hardware was also strong, led by Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:AAPL),
supported by strong services and wearables demand, along
with an anticipated new 5G smartphone product cycle in the
fourth quarter. Subsectors that underperformed included IT
consulting and communications equipment. Looking ahead
to the third quarter, the demand environment should remain
strong for e-commerce, as well as for software, as companies
continue to prioritize the digitization of their systems.
In Canada, we continue to like Kinaxis Inc. (TSX:KXS), a
provider of supply chain management software that is
receiving increased interest due to COVID-19’s disruption
of global supply chains. Strong visibility from an existing
contract backlog and recurring revenue, along with a
healthy cash balance, should position it well to continue
increasing awareness and market share.
Internationally, we like Amazon.com Inc. (NASDAQ:AMZN)
as a beneficiary of the continued strength in e-commerce,
as well as increased demand for public cloud services.

HEALTH CARE
The Health Care sector (-3.3%) has outperformed the S&P
500 Index (-5.1%) on year-to-date basis, but lagged in the
second quarter (10.8%, compared with 16.7% for the S&P
500 Index). The initial optimism from a flattening of the
COVID-19 pandemic curve has faded; the infection rate
in large parts of the U.S. surged in June, and there is
increasing recognition that the path to normalization for
the Health Care sector is unlikely to be straightforward.
The medical technology and hospital subsectors have
rolled over on renewed concerns about lost elective
surgeries, despite continued optimistic commentary by
management on the pace of the rebound. In addition,
investors have started to look beyond the pandemic to
the broader presidential election themes. Increasing
odds of a Democratic sweep and a potential agenda of
stabilizing the Affordable Care Act, enacting drug price
controls and, potentially, partially reversing Trump tax
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cuts is complicating how to think about the Health Care
portfolio in the second half of 2020. Historically, there is
an inverse relationship between a Democratic rise and
health care price action, with the managed care and largecap biopharmaceutical subsectors having the largest
exposure to a Democratic policy agenda.
Subsector performance has been book-ended by retailers
(1%) and hospitals (1%) toward the bottom and biotech
(S&P Biotech ETF 40%) and laboratories (32%) at the top.
When the pandemic was flattening mid-second quarter,
the performance of several subsectors improved, due to a
return to elective surgeries, more outpatient procedures,
increased testing for COVID-19 and increased research
effort to develop COVID-19 therapeutics and vaccines:
diagnostics laboratories returned about 32%; contract
research organizations, about 26%; life sciences and tools,
about 22%; and animal health, about 18%. Dental subsector
performance (about 29%) has improved meaningfully,
but it remains unclear how quickly the dental trends will
recover, especially with COVID-19 cases rising, constraints
on practice capacity and high unemployment levels. The
performance of medical technology (about 5%) has been
weaker, due to an uneven pattern of recovery for elective
surgery; outpatient surgeries (orthopedic, ophthalmology)
are doing better than inpatient procedures (cardiology),
with hospital beds being allocated to COVID-19 patients.
There is also greater risk aversion among patients who
must go to a hospital, rather than an outpatient centre, for
their elective procedures. However, there is also a greater
interest in the medical technology space, as it is a favoured
election hedge within Health Care, given its lower exposure
to uncertainties related to health care–specific policies.
Biotech subsector performance (S&P Biotech ETF about
40%) has been driven by the defensive nature of business
models, COVID-19 clinical efforts, diminished overhangs
from pricing policy and election dynamics, and M&A
optionality. The large-cap biopharmaceutical subsector
has underperformed other subsectors (returning about
7%) following the re-emergence of a Democratic House
bill aimed at having Medicare negotiate drug prices;
however, there has been a clear shift in perception of the
biopharma industry, triggered by the pandemic, and the
legislative focus at the moment is more about easing the
path to get a vaccine to the market than trying to pass big
bills to cut drug prices.
With the resurgence of COVID-19 infections, the risks for
public health and the economy are increasing; therefore,
the development of effective treatments and vaccines
for prevention has taken on an even greater importance.
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The direct financial benefit for companies developing
treatments remain uncertain, but their efforts appear
to have generated some good will among legislators,
and could moderate their efforts to cut and control drug
prices. On June 30, the FDA issued guidance on COVID-19
vaccine development, putting to rest concerns regarding
the quality of vaccines that would enter the market. At least
four companies – Moderna Inc. (NASDAQ:MRNA); BioNtech
SE (Germany:BNTX), partnered with Pfizer Inc. (NYSE:PFE);
the University of Oxford, partnered with AstraZeneca
PLC (London:AZN); and Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc.
(NYSE:REGN) – plan to initiate phase three trials in July and
August. Data from these trials are expected some time in
the third and fourth quarters of 2020. Assuming success,
approval could come early in 2021.
As in the last quarter, the best relative performers
(compared with regional health care indices) have been
those that offer potential virus solutions, either through
treatments or vaccines, or diagnostics. They include
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals Inc. (NASDAQ:REGN)
(30.9%), Moderna Inc. (NASDAQ:MRNA) (110%),
Novavax Inc. (NASDAQ:NVAX) (491%), Roche Holding
AG (Switzerland:ROG) (3%), Vir Biotechnology Inc.
(NASDAQ:VIR) (36.8%), Abbott Laboratories (NYSE:ABT)
(18.5%), Becton-Dickson and Company (NASDAQ:BDX)
(5%), Quidel Corporation (NASDAQ:QDEL) (130%) and Quest
Diagnostics Incorporated (NASDAQ:DGX) (43%).

CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
Consumer Discretionary stocks outperformed the market
in the second quarter as economies around the world
slowly reopened and U.S. employment data came in
stronger than expected. While higher-quality secular
growth stocks initially led the recovery, we saw strong
rotation into more cyclical, value-type names later in the
quarter, after investors became increasingly comfortable
with the potential for a more “normal” 2021. Certainly
there are long-term questions that need to be answered
about structural changes to consumer behaviour due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, and which consumer verticals are
affected most. But we continue to be of the view that the
underlying conditions appear favourable for a rebound in
activity as more and more people are able to get back to
work – albeit with some stops and starts. These conditions
include massive government stimulus, record low interest
rates and a healthy U.S. consumer who is carrying much
less debt than in 2008–2009.
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The pace at which equity markets recovered in the second
quarter was remarkable. In the Consumer Discretionary
sector, we continued to build positions in cyclical
businesses with solid company-specific drivers, including
BRP Inc. (TSX:DOO), Magna International Inc. (TSX:MG) and
AutoCanada Inc. (TSX:ACQ). We also trimmed positions in
more expensive growth names that had outperformed
in the early stages of the recovery, including Nike Inc.
(NYSE:NKE), Lululemon Athletica Inc. (NYSE:LULU) and
Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. (NYSE:CMG). However, the
strong outperformance of value versus growth, combined
with a surge in COVID-19 cases across the U.S., suggests
that a more balanced approach may be required in the
near term. We will look for opportunities to selectively
add to core positions on any market pullback.

CONSUMER STAPLES
The second quarter of 2020 was a complete reversal
from the first quarter of the year for the Consumer
Staples sector. While the Canadian and U.S. Consumer
Staples sectors outperformed the broad market by 12%
and 6.5%, respectively, in the first quarter as investors
flocked to safety, these sectors underperformed by 5%
and 12%, respectively, in the second quarter as investors
quickly pivoted to a risk-on investment mindset. We
therefore have positioned ourselves with an underweight
in the Consumer Staples sector, as valuations are fuller,
especially when compared to other sectors.
In the sector, we continue to favour Maple Leaf Foods Inc.
(TSX: MFI). Not only is MFI seeing strong volume demand
for its products, it is also seeing strong inflation driven by
both strong domestic demand, as well as African swine
fever in China. China produces about 50% of the world’s
hogs/pork; however, since the onset of Asian swine flu
in late 2018, the country has lost approximately half of
its hog herd to the fatal disease. This is creating export
opportunities, as well as inflationary tailwinds, for MFI.
In addition, the company has also managed to keep its
plants up and running, while coronavirus outbreaks have
caused its U.S. peers to temporarily shutter plants, creating
both incremental volume and inflation opportunities.
Furthermore, MFI’s plant-based protein sales, an important
long-term growth opportunity, continue to remain strong
at retail. Finally, MFI also has an opportunity to structurally
improve its EBITDA margin profile by an incremental 4–6%
by 2023 as it consolidates it poultry plants into one stateof-the-art facility.
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We remain positive on the medium-term outlook for
Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc (TSX:ATD/B). While there
were certainly concerns coming into ATD/B most recent
quarter, it managed to show resiliency and strong
execution of its business model by vastly exceeding
sell-side estimates through better-than-expected fuel
margins, as well as same-store sales at their convenience
stores. Trends appear only to be improving from here,
while the company’s pristine balance sheet provides it
with opportunities to gain share in the highly fragmented
U.S. convenience store industry.

FINANCIALS
Financials underperformed the S&P/TSX Index TR for the
quarter, largely driven by weakness in macro-sensitive
banks and life insurance stocks. We continue to remain
selective in our Canadian Financials exposure, preferring
a number of positive change stories facing structural
growth, including Element Fleet Management Corp
(TSX:EFN), Trisura Group Ltd. (TSX:TSU) and Brookfield
Asset Management Inc. (TSX:BAM/A).
Governments, banks and regulators globally continue
to work very closely to help bridge the economy to a
recovery. Regulators continue to look to the banks and
their balance sheets to serve as a mechanism for getting
money into the real economy, and especially to those
who need access to liquidity, such as small and mid-sized
businesses and industries that are coming under both
direct and indirect stress. We remain cautious on the
banking sector at this time, and our preference is for highquality franchises with strong balance sheets and core
deposits. Uncommitted lines have been drawn on, the
credit quality of the underlying books will inevitably face
negative migration, and risk-weighted assets will inflate.
This all will result in capital levels continuing to be drawn
down for the group.
We are already seeing the negative repercussions, as
regulators have asked for buybacks to be halted and
dividend increases prohibited. From an earnings power
standpoint, we continue to believe we are facing a nearterm structural shift in bank earnings. Net interest
margins will be negatively affected by zero-interest-rate
policies, core loan growth should moderate with demand,
and loan modifications over the coming quarters will drive
higher levels of non-performing loans over time, and will
likely take time to work out – a process we believe will
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take years, not quarters. We believe return on assets will
be impaired for a multi-year period following this shock.
To put this in perspective, we don’t believe the banking
group will generate the same earnings power it did in
2019 until 2022 at the earliest. Coming out of this market
shock, capital levels will need to be built back up, which
we believe will hamper buyback and dividend increases
for many years to come.
We believe that a selective approach is more important
than ever in the banking group, and that the dispersion of
returns could remain wide for a prolonged period of time.
Our preferred Canadian bank holding remains Royal Bank
of Canada (TSX:RY).
In the insurance space, we continue to favour Sun Life
Financial Inc. (TSX:SLF); we believe its strong free cashflow generation, conservative balance sheet and capital
strength are clear differentiators relative to its peers, and
that it will be able to pivot to growth the quickest. We are
also positive on Intact Financial Corporation (TSX:IFC), as
we like its defensive characteristics and believe that the
recent decline in investment returns for the industry will
help contribute to an elongated hardening market across
its businesses, further improving the quality of future
returns. We also believe Intact Financial Corporation will
be a clear beneficiary of future industry consolidation.

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
With concerns over COVID-19 starting to fade, investors
turned their attention back toward regulatory outcomes,
the time it will take to reclaim roaming and overage
revenues, concerns about media, and the pace of and
impact from the move to unlimited data. Consequently,
the sector massively underperformed the broader
market in the second quarter, returning about -2%,
compared with 17% for the TSX Composite. There is no
change to our underweight stance, owing to the concerns
stated above, and current valuations do not seem very
compelling compared with other available opportunities. Our
preferred pick remains Telus Corporation (TSX:T). We view
Telus Corporation as more than just a wireless company,
and have a favourable view of the growth opportunities
available for both Telus International and Telus Health,
particularly in a post–COVID-19 world. Additionally, an
implied valuation of about EV/EBITDA of 7x suggests
ample room for multiple expansion as well. We also take
comfort in the fact that Telus Corporation’s wireless
operations are world-class; their churn is the lowest in the
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industry. Finally, we believe that concerns about Alberta
are somewhat overstated, and are adequately reflected in
the stock’s current valuation.

UTILITIES
After outperforming the broader market by about 16
percentage points in the first quarter, Utilities gave back
much of that outperformance as the world became
more constructive, registering just a 4% gain, compared
with 17% for the broader market. We maintain our
positive view on Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P.
(TSX:BIP), notwithstanding its exposure to emerging
markets, which are likely to be in greater pain, given the
economic slowdown. We believe that in a world of low
rates, governments around the world are increasingly
looking at options to fund their public obligations, which
should result in increased privatization of infrastructure.
In this environment, we believe BIP’s position as a global
infrastructure player should help it exceed peer growth
(6–9% for BIP compared with 5–6% for regulated utilities).
We also maintain our positive view on Altagas Ltd. (TSX:
ALA), as we believe the company’s utility operations have
one of the best rate base growth profiles (8–10%), and
room to grow ROE (by about 250 basis points), Additionally,
we believe that ALA’s RIPET facility is a strategic asset
that is in the early stages of growth.

REAL ESTATE
The sector registered a gain of 7% in the second quarter,
significantly underperforming the broader index, by about
ten percentage points. The bulk of the underperformance
can be attributed to weakness in retail REITs, which are a
substantial component of the Canadian REIT index.

of the upcoming disruption by being a valuable partner to
institutions and corporations. From a valuation standpoint,
CIGI is priced attractively, trading at a PE of around 12x 2021
earnings (about a 6.5x discount to the S&P Index and about
a 5x discount to CBRE), implying muted expectations and
therefore ample room for expansion as fears about COVID-19
continue to fade.

ENERGY
After a tumultuous first quarter for the Energy sector, the
sector recovered during the second quarter, up 11%, led
by exploration and production companies, which were up
over 30%. The quarter saw an unprecedented amount of
volatility in oil prices, with WTI crude briefly hitting -$40
barrel when a large number of financial players became
forced sellers of their oil forward contracts ahead of
expiry, because WTI contracts are settled through physical
delivery, and storage was full. WTI prices recovered from
the April lows to end at nearly $40 barrel, after demand
for oil rebounded when COVID-19 restrictions were lifted.
High-frequency data (from Google and Apple Maps)
highlights that as restrictions are lifted, consumers are
active, but avoiding crowds on public transit and, instead,
driving more, with an increase in consumer miles driven
that has led to improving oil demand.
We continue to prefer natural gas companies, as we expect
that the massive capex reduction year-to-date by oil
producers will lead to a fall of associated gas from oil wells
and lead to a strengthening of natural gas prices in the
second half of 2020. Our preferences are Tourmaline Oil
Corp. (TSX: TOU) and Advantage Oil & Gas Ltd. (TSX: AAV).

From a real estate perspective, we view COVID-19 as an
accelerant of trends that were already in place: the increasing
adoption of e-commerce (and the growing relevance of
industrial real estate and the shrinking relevance of brickand-mortar real estate) and the growing importance of data
centres and towers. We also view COVID-19 as an event that
is likely to create a lot of disruption in the office market in the
coming years, given a growing trend toward the suburbs, with
more satellite offices and a reduced need for downtown global
commercial real estate space. Given the magnitude of change
that can be expected, we think it is valuable to own the global
commercial real estate broker Colliers International Group
Inc. (TSX: CIGI), which is well positioned to take advantage
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